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Social Exchange Networks / Social Capital
Newsletter #02 / Tuesday February 21th

CONVERSATIONS

ARSC

<System> (whispers): Welcome to 
ARSC, A Really Simple Chat!
It’s not just the number of contacts it’s 
also the way in which they are arranged 

Creativity as a skill would be very tacit
How can social networking systems 
add more possibilities to the practice 
“at the bottom” instead of just putting 
their way of organizing for sale?

Skype

02
[14:39] <inga> I invited Tanguy, Hinrich, Daniela and Doris (Shame she is not here, but I will give some quotes later) because each one has a different approach to two important keywords: Creativity and social exchange [14:53] <inga> Tanguy gave a presentation at the Jan van Eyck, about his project Knosos. I give you a few quotes which might be essential for today's discussion: "social capital determines the knowledge and information to which we have access"[14:54] <kike> ok tanguy. i have a question to u regarding ur use of the term social capital...[14:54] <tanguy> shoot ![14:55] <kike> where do u take it from?[14:55] <tanguy> you mean what literature ?[14:55] <kike> yep[14:55] <tanguy> mainly the paper of Nahapiet & Goshal 1998[14:56] <tanguy> also Ronals Burt[14:56] <kike> i remember u using it in the context of the number of contacts (network connections) in your talk[14:56] <tanguy> economical sociology[14:57] <kike> and i was wondering how it was possible to understand this term in a quantifiable way. very different to the way bourdieu introduced it [15:00] <kike> could u explain in which way this should be understood as social capital?![15:01] <tanguy> oh, it's not just the number of contacts[15:01] <tanguy> it's also the way in which they are arranged[15:01] <kike> what d u mean by way[15:01] <tanguy> according to Burt, upwardly mobile people have a network without a lot of redundant contacts, meaning you won't find a lot of triad (3 people how all know each other)the reasons is that access to information runs over social relationshipscontacts who know each other know the same thingstherefore, it is better to get to know people who are not "friends of your friends"[15:03] <kike> sorry its slow because i cant follow your use of language: upwardly mobile people?[15:03] <tanguy> upward social mobility[15:03] <tanguy> people who make career quickly.so, there is a measure, called "constraint", which you can derive from one's social network if constraint is low, Burt says that you'll have information access benefits[15:04] <kike> OK, and then?[15:05] <tanguy> then you contact them and try to share knowledge with themthat would be my aimsocial capital is loosely defined as "advantages you get from knowing other people"allow me to point you to this blog: http://mechelen.blogt.be/knosos/drupal/?q=node/245[15:08] <kike> ok here we are: if it introduces "advantages got from knowing other people" we are definitely in an economically influenced language and not in the one which identifies social capital as symbolic identifications and assets[15:08] <tanguy> /greencard/means yesis that a problem ?absolutely... it misses the communication process ?is that what you mean ?
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- - -[14:42] <tanguy> I work at the vrije universiteit brussel.- - -[14:43] <tanguy> writing a phd there on "knowledge sharing over social networking systems"- - -[14:43] <tanguy> also creating a plaftform for it- - -[14:43] <tanguy> http://www.knosos.be (check it later  )- - -[14:43] <daniela> Ok, I’m Daniela and I work with communities in creative works. I have this necessity because I believe that is working with the other that I can discover new ways of developing my work!- - -[14:43] <tanguy> my backgroun is a MA in "economic engineering"- - -[14:43] <inga> I have a background in art (it starts to feel merely as a background now) and worked mostly in collaborations and with the internet, busy with groups and their perception of reality one could say. I started the thinktank, or especially this research week to research about potentials of creative artistic practices in the context of virtual structures- - - [14:44] <kike> voila. just came in from basel, my basecamp. artist, writer, exploring once in a while spaces like this, even when my typing speed is rather low...- - -[14:44] <alaska> hi, elske here. i am helping inga with the research part of the thinktank. normally working on various projects around art/ social and urban theory in berlin- - -[14:44] <iggy> Hi to all. I worked together with Bert and Inga for setting up the communication platform for Think tank- - -[14:45] <iggy> i am a web / interface designer- - -[14:45] <kike> latest experiences in an online mode are in secondlife.com[14:45] <kim> Hi I am Kim, media designer interested in writing scripts for offline collaborative events using different kinds of digital media. I have been developing and experimenting with offline collaborative events, integrating specific qualities of digital media into traditional formats such as the lecture. I wrote scripts and prepared texts.- - -
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(ARSC)15:09] <inga> The second approach I would like to introduce is Daniela[15:09] <daniela> About the schema in http://homepages.vub.ac.be/~tcoenen/knosos/social%20capital.htm I think that is missing something! I believe that to get creativity, or at lest to create a creative process, we need to be confronted with another social reality. So social capital just not influences the creativity but also in confrontation creates creativity…[15:17] <inga> I think a major difference is, how Daniela enters a social dialogue, maybe with a different quality in mind, or at least approaching people, building up / activating an exchange, without a "profit" of new connections in mind --- or does she? what does the artist activate?(SKYPE)[15:49:15] Daniela Paes Leao : Most of the time I work with people, with a group or community. The group gives me their reality, their views about their questions, other way of being. With this information I develop a new look about them and about my self in relation with them. I give back an experience, a new way of thinking about their reality. I give back our work. The social exchanges are the reason of my work. They let me see a new vision of different questions. They are the starting point. I’m quickly finished with my self; but I’m never finished with the other. [15:50:06] Tanguy Coenen : that would be perspective takingI believe, Daniela[16:03:46] Daniela Paes Leao : Of course it's about exchanging. And I guess that they give to me much more than I give to them. But giving is about creating together something. i guess that they don’t expect nothing from me when I start my projects. But this exchanging just happens because it's natural. I think.[16:04:36] Tanguy Coenen : so, daniela, everyone is working with you out of altruism ?[16:04:58] Think Tank : to daniela: what do you think motivates people to enter an exchange with you then - you say they expect nothing.. are they just bored? curious? [16:07:16] Daniela Paes Leao : I think that it is the curiosity that I have about them that makes them work with me. Then comes a sort of exchange of experiences. [15:59:29] Think Tank : but do you see society as really that seperate from the artist - i mean is it not more about exchanging than about the artist giving/ bringing/ teaching unidirectionally[15:59:41] hinrich sachs : little comment to daniela: funny that the public would maybe like to be confronted to you  - the artist - as the other reality in order to develop. [16:08:11] Tanguy Coenen : daniela : so it is an exchange, then[16:11:56] Daniela Paes Leao : Tanguy: Yes, it is about exchanging and about sharing, and it is also about confrontation, that I create together with the other a new way of looking around me and at myself.
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- - -[15:50:36] Inga ZimprichI find interesting how Tanguy defines the skill of the artist more tacit (what does it exactly mean)... where one could define an artist, like me for example that the skill is connecting... - - -[15:51:35] Tanguy Coenentacit knowledge, according to Nonaka, is knowledge which is hard to transfer using a language or a code- - -[15:51:37] Inga Zimprich making new and unforeseen connection, is that a skill the artist offers, like daniela says: but I’m never finished with the other.- - -[15:52:39] Inga ZimprichSo, then isn't it very hard to define what one can expect from an artist, which cuts for me the formula short, where people have to weight their expected gains and what they give- - -[15:53:20] Inga ZimprichWell, I think a painting is very concrete. But that someone offers the skill to make unforeseen connections is very tacit that's also what you defined as creativity, right?- - -[15:56:34] Tanguy Coenencreativity as a skill (because I believe it can be trained) would be very tacit, yes- - -[15:56:56] Inga ZimprichWhat I am slowly heading at in my mind, is whether daniela injects a certain potential for a group to build up a different relation to each other, as in: does she bring the ability to make unforeseen connections to a network?- - -[15:57:30] martequeen it feeds mutual inspiration - don't think in hierarchies - it creates the network - the collaboration- - -[15:57:32] Inga Zimprichlearning how to be creative yes, I also went to artschool, which I can suggest to every carpenter, person working at the rabobankmeans: investing time to "explore?" creative thinkingis that something society meets in contacts with an artist as daniela?- - -[15:58:36] Inga ZimprichWhat does the artist bring in? give? another perspective? what does she/he give: a certain way of seeing or thinking?- - -

Social Exchange Networks/Social Capital
- - -ISSUE #1Social Exchange Networks / Social Capital- - -Social encounters, knowledge transfer between people, networking and exchange play a major role if we talk about participation and collaboration. But are we in fact contributing to an economisation of social encounters? Do people become knowledge-carriers whose values are rated and traded or do social exchange networks generate other interpretations of economic relations between people?How do the connotations of social capital differ in the fields of the arts, business and management?Can artistic approaches invest these terms with a different meaning?- - -
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... if it includes the support from the 
other participating individuals?
Thought come close I want to look at you!

06
[18:35] <kike> systemtheory eg was very much interested in the selforganising capacities of natural species... [18:37] <kike> to inga. of course it can be expressed, tanguy had that fantastic term for it... what was it again? but digitization is re-formatting many of those options into a rather poor range. [18:39] <kike> so: tacit expressions are underrepresented.[18:39] <inga> so, back to tacit: the difficulty was that tacit abilities are difficult to be defined, therefore difficult to be described, therefore difficult to be sold, which is maybe a key...[18:40] <inga> IS what you refer to, kike as selforganising auto-poiesis? what could it mean in such a context...????? very interesting, please thought come close i want to look at you![18:42] <daniela> Sorry, what is auto-poesis?[18:43] <inga> Hinrich, auto-poesis?[18:45] <kike> autopoietic is coming from Humberto Maturana, a biologist investigating self organising processes in animal populations[18:45] <inga> i take the opportunity to suck knowledge, you said i should be demanding...[18:47] <inga> so, reversed nomadism? essentially staying at one place + self-suffiency? No, I think we speak about self-regulating systems, right, wait for wikipedia[18:47] <inga> "Autopoiesis literally means "auto (self)-creation" (from the Greek: auto -  for self- and poiesis - for creation or production) and expresses a fundamental complementarity between structure and function. The term was originally introduced by Chilean biologists Francisco Varela and Humberto Maturana in the early 1970s"[18:48] <inga> that's incomplete, take the link: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autopoietic[18:49] <inga> you wanna take a quick read at this one: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_theory[18:49] <inga> Systems theory focuses on complexity and interdependence of relationships. A system is composed of regularly interacting or interdependent groups of activities/parts that form the emergent whole.[18:50] <inga> "Part of systems theory, system dynamics is a method for understanding the dynamic behavior of complex systems. The basis of the method is the recognition that the structure of any system — the many circular, interlocking, sometimes time-delayed relationships among its components — is often just as important in determining its behavior as the individual components themselves. Examples are chaos theory and social dynamics."[18:50] <kike> again: it is part of a standard of thinking that is rather positivist. In other words it doesn't embedd these reflections in a historical context, or diffently phrased, it doesn't see itself as a relative, processually developing construction.[18:52] <inga> Sorry for the philosophy lesson: "In education, constructivism is a learning theory which holds that knowledge is not transmitted unchanged from teacher to student, but instead that learning is an active process of recreating knowledge. Constructivists teach techniques that place emphasis on the role of learning activities in a good curriculum."[18:53] <inga> http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constructivist[18:54] <kike> well, i don't have a problem with positivist beliefs. but my thinking is taking into consideration the historical development of knowlegde concepts and weltbilder, often in concurrence to each other. See the concrete developments of thinking from islamic background, which is basing it's beliefs on a diffent historical concept and knowledge as the western eg. other case the "creationists" with the "intelligent design"...[18:54] <kike> to object the evolution theory.[19:01] <inga> i think tanguy's constructivist approach deals with how knowledge is gathered, why is it not information, but knowledge, so looks at the moment of integration of knowledge into "person"[19:06] <inga> How could a constructivist idea be found back in a virtual structure (mental excercise)[19:06] <kike> what could that be? how could that be?[19:09] <inga> It all goes back to the obvious paradoxes which i do not find scary, but challenging: how to design a modular strcuture which allows people to define their own workng modes?[19:09] <inga> how to design a structure, which is not in the first place limitating?[19:10] <inga> <alaska> okay, got your first anwer, inga - i agree if the thinktank creates an awarenss of having an attitude, then it is more constructivist than positivist [19:11] <kike> if i guote " reality, or at least our knowledge of it, is a value-laden subjective construction rather than a passive acquisition of objective features." then i see several of my earlier remarks mirrored: the subjective motivations behind starting the process (eg expectations and fears) should somehow become more transparent. thsi can influence the designing the interface level or the groupings...[19:11] <inga> alaska: i think it could be constructivist in that it reflects and maps aspects of communication [19:13] <kike> or the questions. to alaska: yes mapping the process is already a good ste
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[17:26] <kike> (i will use social capital in the sense of bourdieu) thinktank doesn't have social capital in itself, but euch of us participants has. and we are able to perceive that. nevertheless, it is not easy to perceive that in a chat mode [17:27] <alaska> and how can the thinktank channel creativity?[17:28] <kike> the moment we were asked to introduce ourselves was the one where we had an oportunity to transmit parts of if. if i may use myself as example. [17:40] <kike> to its not thinktank that has social capital but the individuals participating. therefore the mix is maybe the level where it becomes relevant for thinktank. hoe is that presence of the mix perceivable and is thinktank able to "profit" from it? [17:42] <daniela>Do you think that the thinktank is able to reply de experience of personal exchanging? I mean, with this chattings. Will be not match more rich if we have a face to face conversation?[17:51] <kike> i do understand thinktank as an aim in itself, actually. because it can only work if the interests of the participating individuals are "satisfied" (to alaska) [17:52] <daniela> I think that the thinktank is a good base to different people came together, people that have different background. I think that is important to speak about the same questions with people that have different experiences and different knowledge. [17:53] <inga> We are chatting now, but I am not talking about a chat program. for example, if we are not connected to an institution, how do we gather facilities and resources that we need to work? everyone individually or can some be organized collectively, being provided on the internet. so [[17:54] <kike> And in relation to the online offline mode advantages: in the moment this gathering would be joined exclusively from different locations, and no one room acoustic and visual connection would be possible, then the online-mode is evaluated positively from my side.[18:00] <daniela> I believe that the most important think that the thinktank brings me is the possibility to speak and chare ideas with people that are in other places. You are right inga. But that happens because you soused the people previously. [18:01] <alaska> it is about making different aspects of collab. functional online and therefore accessibel to more people across larger distances - but: are you changing / trying ot change the quality/ of these aspects. [18:01] <kike> providing facilities is quite good if this includes the support from the other participating individuals.[18:02] <inga> i do experience it as an aim in itself when I choose the Thinktank, an online environment as a medium in which certain values and awarenesses are part of the design-making. SO they actively determine how sructures are made. Filteriing these awarenesses is important – as they might open possibilities how people relate to each other, to their processes and their outcome. This choice means: I am[18:03] <inga> interested to use a medium which is experiencable (usable) for others (an online structure) to communicate certain awarenesses.[18:03] <kike> "support from" could also include the time to wait (listen) and to profit from the parallel delayz of answers. not immedeately attractive, when immedeate real time communication is still th ideal...[18:04] <alaska> to daniela - i think you can also start meaningful work or other relationships online[18:04] <inga> on the other hand it is not an end in itself, since the structure (Thinktank online environment) can be used in many different ways, it indicates usages, ways of usage but doesn't determine them[18:07] <kike> to inga. also agree. but the "only" tool part is becoming clear only after a longer filtering and editing of the process. its to early right now to simply focus on the tool parts. to my mind[18:08] <kike> so at the moment we have to work ourselves through the determinating bits and pieces.[18:08] <alaska> but i like the idea of making it clear that the tt as an environment is not a neutral template - that it transports values - because, of course all communication tools do[18:10] <kike> exactly. no neutral template. this brings us back to the core questions: what advantages do the participants have from the participation/initiation now?[18:12] <kike> Personally i would say that the experimental part, the experience of the practicalities, as well as all its difficulties is rewarding enoug., [18:13] <inga> Very interesting points. NO neutral templates: Yes, To Hinrich, Exactly I am trying to use this week to encourage and involve other people to filter their working methods into a discussion, from which we can extract values, ways of relating tasks - people - compensation - reward for example. It is a long process until they can be concrete elements in a FUNCTION, but this is where I would like to get clues and hints and practical examples[18:13] <kike> followed by the next aspect to reflect upon one

Thinktank 0.1
- - -A groupware research and development projectInitiated by Inga Zimprich 2005 – 2007- - -The Thinktank project intervenes at the meeting point between social development, artistic practice and technological possibilities. It develops an online working structure (group ware) for collaborative projects. Embedded in a user-friendly interface the Thinktank will offer new functions, which derive from research into collaborative dynamics.The Thinktank intends to carefully observe these areas, which it aims to interconnect; artistic, social and technological development. Therefore the Thinktank offers the process of developing a groupware as a negotiation field, in which partners from all involved areas are invited to contribute to its creation.- - -
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- - -ISSUE #1Social Exchange Networks / Social Capital- - -Social encounters, knowledge transfer between people, networking and exchange play a major role if we talk about participation and collaboration. But are we in fact contributing to an economisation of social encounters? Do people become knowledge-carriers whose values are rated and traded or do social exchange networks generate other interpretations of economic relations between people?How do the connotations of social capital differ in the fields of the arts, business and management?Can artistic approaches invest these terms with a different meaning?- - -
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Hinrich Sachs
- - -[14:44] <kike> voila. just came in from basel, my basecamp. artist, writer, exploring once in a while spaces like this, even when my typing speed is rather low...latest experiences in an online mode are in secondlife.com- - -[15:35:02] hinrich sachsthe main question in my practice is how to stage and perform the making of meaning in very specific contexts.the natural sciences eg. or the legal language and its medium contract eg.- - -[15:36:25] hinrich sachsin such i case i concentrate on contracts that offer cultural productions for sale. eg a tv program- - -[15:41:10] Daniela Paes Leao : HinrichInteresting! Witch kind of work you develop? Theoretic or more practical? Witch kind of formats and methods you use? - - -[15:42:49] hinrich sachs : to danielapractical. formats are context related. eg. an international auction. press conferences, books, the art exhibition as format in itself- - -[16:27:47] hinrich sachsi do appreciate your above mentioned definition of creativity, but my question is whether it makes sense to discuss it free from concrete settings in concrete contextual settings and interests. agree on the non-identfication between artist and business creativity, so creativity isn't an asset in itself.- - -<kike> i do understand thinktank as an aim in itself, actually. because it can only work if the interests of the participating individuals are "satisfied"- - -[18:12] <kike> personally i would say that the experimental part, the experience of the practicalities, as well as all its difficulties is rewarding enough - - -[18:16] <kike> my personal answer - not statistically rated - i do believe in such constellations as productive in the level that there is space for informal exchange as well as the formal. - - -[18:25] <kike> …but: greatest attention to the interface construction and all those aspects that it: excludes.- - -[19:11] <kike> if i quote "reality, or at least our knowledge of it, is a value-laden subjective construction rather than a passive acquisition of objective features." then i see several of my earlier remarks mirrored: the subjective motivations behind starting the process (e.g. expectations and fears) should somehow become more transparent. this can influence the designing the interface level or the groupings...- - -

Kim de Groot
Hi I am Kim, media designer interested in writing scripts for offline collaborative events using different kinds of digital media. I have been developing and experimenting with offline collaborative events, integrating specific qualities of digital media into traditional formats such as the lecture. I wrote scripts and prepared texts. I organized meetings around a specific text

Tanguy Coenen
I work at the vrije universiteit brussel.writing a phd there on "knowledge sharing over social networking systems"also creating a platform for ithttp://www.knosos.be (check it later)my background is a MA in "economic engineering"- - -[16:07:40] Tanguy Coenencreativity to me is a generic concept, which solves a task : “A product or response will be judged as creative to the extent that it is both a novel and appropriate, useful, correct or valuable response to the task at hand”- - -Here's how I've tried to  answer the questions that where posted to me for the Thinktank skype conference call on 21/02/2006. 1.   Which values / abilities / skills are traded in the different professional fields?    My focus is knowledge sharing between people. Knowledge is broadly defined as a “true justified belief” and is a generic concept, applicable to all fields. There are different types of knowledge, which are more relevant to different fields. An artists, for example, may need knowledge which is harder to share (more tacit) than in the case of a programmer (more explicit).   Who is giving what in exchange for what?   The scenario is that a person who wants something (the receiver) contacts another person who has something (the source). The source will decide to help the receiver is he feels that there are more benefits than costs. He will make himself an idea of the following formula, which should not be seen as quantifiable, but merely indicative (based on Coleman 1990):  P1.G-(P2.V+E+S)>0	• 	P1 is the expected probability that the receiver will give something in return. This defines the amount of trust which the source has in the receiver.	• 	G is the expected value of what could be given in return by the receiver. Reciprocated goods include social support, reputation, knowledge and material goods.	• 	P2 is the expected probability that the receiver will use the information provided by the source to develop and carry out a capacity to act on the environment which is similar to the source. The idea is that knowledge is power and that people will be more willing to share with someone who does not have the required knowledge to apply the shared knowledge in the same way as he does.	• 	V is the expected loss of value of the source’s knowledge as a result of sharing. Some knowledge is more important to e.g. one’s competitive position than other.	• 	E is the expected time needed to externalize knowledge into information which can be internalized by the receiver. Sharing knowledge with someone who is very knowledgeable is harder than with someone who is more knowledgeable on the topic at hand. 	• 	S is the expected cost of transferring the information to the receiver. This mainly involves the cost of communicating in itself (writing a letter, driving a car, using the telephone,…)This formula has not been validated empirically and is just a way for me to conceptualize the problem.  Which by-products (such as contact, enthusiasm, feeling of togetherness, time spent together) are playing a visible / invisible role in these exchanges, and do they have their "price", do they appear in the end-result?    Wouldn’t call them by-products, but more conditions. If so, these are some elements I see which relate to social exchange in general :	• 	One of the most enabling conditions for a social exchange is a “power differential”. This occurs when the receiver has some kind of power (e.g. hierarchical power in an organization), forcing the receiver to provided the good. The question is if this is still a matter of social exchange.	• 	A very important personal characteristic is altruism. This occurs when the source doesn’t expect anything in return from the receiver and still provides the good. However, this still a situation of exchange ? Not really. Moreover, altruism cannot be assumend.	• 	Interest (influences G) : can be brought about by a history of communication, but also by making one’s skills and interests visible.	• 	Trust (influences P1) : can be brought about by a history of communication, but also by a positive reputation. Free-rider behaviour in the system can reduce the trust which people have in each other. Free-rider behaviour can be counter-acted through norms.In relation to knowledge sharing, I would see the following :	• 	Cognitive overlap (influences E) : can be brought about by a history of communication	• 	The cost of communication (influences S) : e.g. VoIP (skype) greatly facilitates knowledge sharing	• 	Mutual competitive position of the source and the receiver. If both are in competition, and it is expected that  the receiver will be able to use the provided knowledge in the same way as the source, the source may not be willing to engage in the exchange. This can be couter-acted through norms.	• 	Boundary objects : represent the cognitive maps of the actors in the knowledge sharing process and facilitate communication.What is the surplus of so
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Daniela Paes-Leao
- - -[14:43] <daniela> Ok, I’m Daniela and I work with communities in creative works. I have this necessity, because I believe that is working with the other that I can discover new ways of developing my work!- - -[15:09] <daniela> …  I believe that to get creativity, or at lest to create a creative process, we need to be confronted with another social reality. So social capital just not influences the creativity but also in confrontation creates creativity…- - -[15:49:15] <daniela> Most of the time I work with people, with a group or community. The group gives me their reality, their views about their questions, other way of being.With this information I develop a new look about them and about my self in relation with them. I give back an experience, a new way of thinking about their reality. I give back our work. The social exchanges are the reason of my work. They let me see a new vision of different questions. They are the starting points. I’m quickly finished with my self; but I’m never finished with the other.- - -[16:11:56] <daniela>  Tanguy: Yes, it is about exchanging and about sharing, and it is also about confrontation, that I create together with the other a new way of look around me and at myself.<daniela> I think that the thinktank is a good base to different people came together, people that have different backgrounds. I think that is important to speak about the same questions with people that have different experiences and different knowledge.- - -http://www.think-tank.nl- - -Social TimeDaniela Paes Leao | Wed, 2006-02-15 20:25I think that the relation that we establish with the people with who we are working, depends on the sort project that we are developing. Socialising is always important but exist out of different types of socialising. If I share a project with another person that is working with me at same level (that means creating the project since the beginning, building the structures and concepts, deciding the orientation of the project, etc.) I think that socialising is extremely important. The other does not need to be a real friend but at least needs to be a kind of a “friend” during the project. I don’t believe that is possible to create the same thoughts without developing a sort friendship. Because if I’m working together with someone on a project, that means that at least we share the same interests and have the same way of working. After all, I think that I can’t separate work and privacy in such a strict way. For me a project is more than work, it is a passion. But if I’m working with a group of people, like a community, and if this group is the material that I want to explore in my project, I use socialising in a different way. I will try not to mix work and privacy and try always to be as neutral as possible.  In anyway it is important to socialise, but I will always be the one that comes from outside. That makes me the “other”. So the social relationship that I have with the group will be different than in the first example. Socialising will be a way of working. However at the end of each project I realise that it is hard for me to leave some people. Is that not what we call a friendship? Obviously if we use the Internet to develop projects, and as a medium to communicate, the creation of a friendship will be much more difficult. Especially if we use text. Some of your questions are also my questions. But I think that voice, for instance, is one important element for socialising whit groups on internet. - - -EvaluationDaniela Paes Leao | Wed, 2006-02-15 21:56In my projects evaluation is one of the most important points of the process to clarify ideas, change directions and create new concepts. Sometimes it is good to stop en look back to see what is done. Although the internal evaluation can be real productive, I think that to me it is not enough. In other projects that I have done, I tried to use different ways to receive external evaluation en criticism. This are much more productive. I have three different methods:  I invite friends or people that I think have interesting points of view to speak about my project. That could be done in informal or formal way, during simple conversations in a café or a diner at home, or by interviews or meetings; I organize presentations for a general audience to show in which stadium the process is and I invite the people to give their opinion at the end. The presentations could be done in a conference format where I show visual information but also text and/or statistics, facts or records. But it can also be a construction in itself, as a performance or a installation where information is given in a more abstract way; Usually, when I work with a group of people I plan moments where I show them parts of the process and try to get feedback. I can show small pieces of video that I have done, a certain structure that I have developed until this moment or just discuss some concepts. 
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Thinktank 0.1
- - -A groupware research and development projectInitiated by Inga Zimprich 2005 – 2007- - -The Thinktank project intervenes at the meeting point between social development, artistic practice and technological possibilities. It develops an online working structure (group ware) for collaborative projects. Embedded in a user-friendly interface the Thinktank will offer new functions, which derive from research into collaborative dynamics.The Thinktank intends to carefully observe these areas, which it aims to interconnect; artistic, social and technological development. Therefore the Thinktank offers the process of developing a groupware as a negotiation field, in which partners from all involved areas are invited to contribute to its creation.- - -

Social Exchange Networks/Social Capital
- - -ISSUE #1Social Exchange Networks / Social Capital- - -Social encounters, knowledge transfer between people, networking and exchange play a major role if we talk about participation and collaboration. But are we in fact contributing to an economisation of social encounters? Do people become knowledge-carriers whose values are rated and traded or do social exchange networks generate other interpretations of economic relations between people?How do the connotations of social capital differ in the fields of the arts, business and management?Can artistic approaches invest these terms with a different meaning?- - -




